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When a dead body turns up in the hot tub at a high-end resort on the rugged Oregon Coast, forensic

investigator Lacey Campbell and her fiancÃ©, Jack Harper, realize their vacation is over. Tragically,

the dead woman is dressed in a wedding gown, even more disturbing for Lacey since sheâ€™s

about to become a bride. When the victim turns out to be a popular bartender with a bad-news

ex-husband, it looks like a domestic quarrel turned deadly. But could there be something more

sinister going on in this tight-knit community? Swept into the investigation, Lacey uncovers a killer

with a morbid perspective on marriage. From master of romantic suspense Kendra Elliot comes a

fast-paced tale of obsession and murder.
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Jack and Lacey are back. We met these two in Kendraâ€™s first book Hidden. They are at a resort

scoping it out as a possible wedding venue when they find themselves in the middle of a murder

investigation when a woman in a wedding dress is found floating in the resorts hot tub.Even though

this was a novella sized book we still got a good murder mystery to follow from all aspects â€“ the

interrogations to the autopsies. One thing Jack and Lacey canâ€™t do is walk away from a murder



and when they find out Jackâ€™s old partner is the Chief of Police in the small town they decide to

hang around and help solve the murder. Jack and Lacey work well together and are even closer

after everything they went through in Hidden. It was great to get to revisit them again and follow

them along on the investigation that has a few surprises along the way.

Once again I was drawn into the story of Jack and Lacey. I could not put this down until the book

was done. I know it was a novella, I did not want it to end. It was good to see the two characters

back from Hidden. Jack and Lacey are looking for a place to get married and stumble upon a dead

bride. Kendra Elliot is an special type of author who can make you feel the intensity of the story as if

you are there. Her knowledge of forensics also makes her stories very believable.I can't say enough

about this series but you have to read them!!

A great thriller by author Kendra Elliot. As the saga continues since her bestseller "Hidden", this

short story should not be overlooked.........While checking out future wedding sites and venues,

forensic odontologist, Lacey Campbell and her fiancÃ©, former homicide detective Jack Harper,

couldn't believe that they found themselves once again, in the middle of another homicide

investigation. " The Pacific Inn" was not only beautiful, but a perfect place for a wedding, that is,

before Lacey and Jack came across a dead woman's body in a hot tub, wearing a wedding gown

and a veil. What did the wedding gown symbolize? Did it have meaning for the killer? As Lacey and

Jack helped the local police department, they had no idea that a traitor was amongst their midst or

that the killer was even more closer than they ever thought possible. With the clues mounting up,

another murder occurs, and Lacey is suddenly abducted, and with the minutes ticking away, Jack

races against to save her, while a cold and sadistic killer, plans to make Lacey his next victim. Will

Jack be able to get to Lacey in time?......this thriller was very enjoyable. Thank you

This story had me cracking up with the way it opened. I'm not sure what that says for me but... Holy

brides. As usual Kendra opened with a boom and the fireworks carried through to the end. Her

books, no matter the size are like little packages o heart pounding thrill rides. Let's say they are the

NASCAR of stories!This story has Lacey and Jack on a small retreat to check out a venue for their

wedding the next year. What starts out as a fantastic getaway and retreat soon turns into a crime

scene. Maybe it's Jacks bad luck or trouble just follows them.... Not sure. The jury is still out on

that...but Jacks cop instincts are tested and at times put to damn good use here.The body of a

woman is found floating ass up in the Inns hot tub. The new chief of police is an old friend and co



worker of his from the days on the force. As a team the fellas and Lacey try to piece together the

time line of events. The puzzle of what happened slowly starts to piece itself together once the man

killing people steals Lacey. Like she needed another kidnapping on her hands.It's up to Jack and

the chief to follow the line of clues, and jump in just in time to save Lacey!It was good to see another

couple, one who is usually kinda in the backseat take charge and dominate this story. I love. Love,

loved it!

Review will be posted at [...] .NUMBER OF HEARTS: 4 1/2REVIEW:Another great story from

Kendra. It was fun to see Jack & Lacey again even if it is not under the best of circumstances.

Because really nothing can ruin a vacation like finding a dead body and be through head first in a

murder investigation.I am not going to give you more than that. This is a novella and I donâ€™t want

to give too much away. This novella can easily be read as a stand alone, although if you have not

read book 1 you might want to read it. Jack & Lacey are from book 1 Hidden.Disclaimer:I received a

complimentary copy of the book in exchange for an honest review. This review is my own opinion

and not a paid review.

Another good book in the Bone Secrets series. Although it is a short story it doesn't feel that way.

There is still a lot happening and I think the reader is given value for money.I picked my favourite

suspect pretty quickly but still enjoyed how it played out.

It was a short story and I like to "listen" to my books. Even though I have a whisper sync

membership I had to pay extra to " listen" to this book. Not worth the money for a short story...the

story itself was good...
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